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Keynote
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Presenter

Social Media: Your Digital Tattoo
Stephen J Smith

Abstract
Stephen Smith, President, A WIRED FAMILY LLC, is a former high school coach and teacher
who also has over 25 years’ experience in the world of film, video and interactive media
development. For the past 17 years he has worked exclusively in the Information Technology
industry. He will provide an overview on the consequences of mobile technology and social
media — in the lives of business and family.
This powerful program covers the evolution of the mobile and broadband world related to
communication, including: inappropriate on-line behavior, theft of personal information, bullying,
social media’s impact on careers, recruiting, and mental health. He will cover the causes, the
technology and how we can help control these trends.
Steve has a Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree from the University of Cincinnati’s Design, Art,
Architecture & Planning program; a Master’s Degree in Education & Communication from Xavier
University; Executive Certification in Leadership & Management from The University of Notre
Dame and a Masters Certificate in Internet Marketing Metrics from the University of San
Francisco.
Steve is currently founder and President of A Wired Family, LLC.
Steve’s book, SOCIAL MEDIA: YOUR CHILD’S DIGITAL TATTOO is now available on
Amazon.
Steve also writes articles and videos for parents related to social media on his website:
www.awiredfamily.org
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Oracle eBusiness Track
Title
Presenter(s)
Abstract

IFRS 16/ASC 842 Leasing Compliance
P.J. Walsh, Oracle

How EBS is keeping customers compliant with the new leasing regulations.

Title
Presenter(s)
Abstract

Go behind the scenes with a real Oracle E-Business Suite migration to
the Oracle Cloud
Gustavo Gonzalez, IT Convergence

Over the last year the Oracle E-Business Suite team has released a solution in the Cloud
allowing organizations to leverage all the benefits of the Oracle Cloud PaaS and IaaS for EBusiness Suite.
A Time and Attendance hardware plus software solution Organization, who has been working
with EBS for more than a decade on premise made the smart decision to move into the Oracle
Cloud taking the advantages of a more flexible and robust solution to support their growth.
This session will take you behind the scenes on what are the steps based on the documentation,
plus our real experience, on getting E-Business Suite running in the Oracle Cloud with the
Application Server running in IaaS plus Database as a Service in a few weeks.
Learn how this new solution will impact on integrations as well as customizations and
maintenance.

Title

Presenter(s)

R12.2 Upgrade Panel
Matt Hauser, AXIA Consulting
Sabrina Wiley, Honeywell Intelligrated
Manzil Kohli, KPMG
Dean Alomerovic, Humana
Mohit Gupta, Humana

Abstract
This panel discussion is intended to be an open forum for the audience to discuss 12.2
upgrades. The goal will be to connect OVOAUG members that may be able to collaborate or
share insight into how they have gone through the 12.2 upgrade process and how issues were
fixed.
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Presenter(s)
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Looking for a tool that can replace Oracle Forms, Dataloader, WebADI,
Discoverer, and APEX
Stefan Pecci, Cloudio

IT Teams and Business Users are frustrated with how much time is required to get reports or
update data within Oracle EBS. CloudIO Platform is a tool designed to give you out-of-the-box
functionality for all your Oracle reporting needs as well as data integration tools that enable you
to have a cleaner, faster user interface for updating information in Oracle EBS and a developer
console that requires very little coding for IT teams. So, whether you’re looking to get data in or
get data out, CloudIO has you covered. This is the platform for producing and delivering
enterprise applications, reports & dashboards that are actionable, real-time & collaborative
across multiple devices.

Title
Presenter(s)
Abstract

EBS - Reducing paper from AR processes with BI Publisher and
WebCenter
Stephen Beville, GE Appliances, a Haier company

Follow the story as GE Appliances, a Haier company, implemented BI Publisher and Oracle
WebCenter to generate, transmit, and store customer documents, including customer invoices,
account statements, and automatic payment receipts. Includes developing output templates,
multiple transmission methods, and document storage and retention use cases.
•
•
•
•

Understand the BI Publisher output templates and managing multiple templates
How to configure bursting to generate individual documents
Connecting to transmission methods, including email, fax, and bulk print destinations
Storing, linking, and manage documents within Oracle WebCenter

Title
Presenter(s)
Abstract

Hyperion - The Future of EPM – Understanding all the choices: Cloud,
On Premise other Technologies
Shannon Burket, MindStream Analytics

There are many EPM software solution options available today, but which one is right for your
organization? Some things to keep in mind when evaluating EPM solutions include integration
capabilities, functionality, scalability, delivery mode, usability, accessibility, reliability and support.
Join us as we provide insight into the different options, how best to decide what functionality is
important for your organization, and which tools are going to provide the best solution to meet
your needs.
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Presenter(s)
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Why Groovy is Game Changing
Kyle Goodfriend, Huron Consulting Group

Groovy is a game changer. It improves performance, allows for proactive user validation, can
interact with the user in ways we haven't been able to since the introduction of SmartView.
This session will provide an overview of Groovy functionality, including mind blowing performance
improvements, how to interact with the planners, pre-form save validation, and changing the form
visuals. The session will take the attendees from start to finish on the basics of Groovy with
interactive code reviews and live demos.
Attendees will leave this session with the knowledge and examples that will enable them to go
back to their environments and implement Groovy calculations to take advantage of ground
breaking advancements in the technology. These scripts improved calculations, data pushes, and
consolidations by 98% in a real client application.
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Presenter(s)
Abstract

Tired of using Ordinary Business Rules? Here’s how to give
your Business Rules Super Powers.
John Taylor, Vertical Edge

Business Rules are an integral part of any EPM Solution for Planning, Consolidation, or
Reporting. In order to provide the right solution to end-users you need to have Business Rules
with logic that is powerful, flexible, and fast. This isn’t always an easy feat to achieve. In this
session will we dive into Business Rules and present the features that may be missing or
overlooked, but can be a big advantage in taking your application from Ordinary to Extraordinary.
Join this session as we share tips, tricks, and best practices on writing Business Rules.

Title
Presenters(s)
Abstract

How to successfully perform a Calendar Change in an HFM
application
Jill Baker, YUM Brands

Companies change their fiscal calendars for various business or legal reasons.
•
•
•

What needs to be done to the HFM application to reflect the new calendar?
How are you going to do it?
What should you expect?

In this session, let Yum Brands share with you their experience and insights from a recent Fiscal
Calendar Change project. They will walk you through the technical aspects of changing the
calendar within HFM (including the impact on FDM, HFM Metadata, Rules, Member Lists, etc.),
and the non-technical aspects of considerations for converting related historical data and journals.

